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Article Body:
Some like it hot. According to environmentalist James Lovelock, we´ll get plenty of hot betwee

Skeptics might wonder if his 1200-word essay was just book publicity hype. Lovelock´s scathing
ONLY ABOUT ONE BILLION HUMANS WILL SURVIVE
What does he mean by starting again? ˆBy the end of this century, there is a high probability

In Lovelock´s forecast, he envisions, at the end of this century, the last few humans would be

Lovelock summarized why his forecast is dire and probably irreversible, ˆEverybody forgets the

That´s when we began talking about environmentalists, especially the idealists who claim to be

Does he believe environmentalists are wrecking the environment? ˆI´m afraid I do,˜ he glumly r
LOVELOCK WANTS THE WORLD TO GO NUCLEAR NOW

The headline of a recent editorial in a Boston newspaper asked, ˆAre Pro Nuclear People the Ne

Make no mistake in thinking James Lovelock is anything but Pro Nuclear. His quote adorns the t

Lovelock briefly analyzes the value and harm of each energy source in The Revenge of Gaia. He

Because Lovelock strongly opposes widespread mining, and because nuclear power depends upon th
CALLS NAVAJO NATION URANIUM BAN ABSURD
Because of our coverage regarding environmental developments in New Mexico for companies such

This past November, while visiting Los Alamos National Laboratories (LANL), we had asked Dr. F

We asked James Lovelock what he thought of the Navajo uranium ban in the context that the trib

What would James Lovelock say to Navajo Nation president Joe Shirley, Jr. or to any of the abo
CHINA AND FINAL WORDS

One can not talk about 21st century nuclear energy without bringing up China´s dilemma. The wo

ˆThey say to him, `We´re all doing our best to have more renewable energy than anybody else. W

He concluded, ˆIf the Chinese can´t do it, how the heck can the Western democracies do it?˜ Th

ˆQuite to the contrary,˜ he responded. ˆI´ve been accused of being a pessimist, but no, I don´
Some have reported The Revenge of Gaia is Lovelock´s last will and testament. We instead read
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